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Faculty Personnel Policy Committee 
 
 


Memorandum 
 
 
 
TO: Figen Mekik, Chair, UAS/ECS 


Tonya Parker, Vice-Chair, UAS/ECS 
FROM: Kurt Ellenberger, Chair, FPPC 
DATE: April 1, 2013 
SUBJECT: FPPC MEMO Charge #3: FH 3.01.F Baseline Expectations “Workload 


Planning” 
CC: Tom Butcher, University Counsel 


Jon Jellema, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 
FPPC 


 


 
 
Please find attached FPPC’s additional recommendations regarding the language for 
Baseline Expectations in the Faculty Handbook along with accompanying rationale. 


 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 


 
 


 
 
Kurt 







containing both baseline and significant focus expectations  
   


 
 
Faculty Handbook 


 
3.01.EF Workload Planning 
As part of the Faculty Activity Reports (FAR) completed annually each faculty member is expected to 
establish an annual Workload Plan 1 for the next 
year. The Workload Plan will be made available to the 2 faculty of each unit will review these plans  
according to the same procedures as described in 3.02 in order to secure adequate information for proper 
allocation of unit and college resources and for appropriate programs of faculty development. The unit 
head will sign the wWorkload pPlan to confirm indicate that the workload plan has been made 
available to the unit  unit review has been completed and will indicate whether the Plan is  
consistent with unit and college expectations.3 The Faculty Activity Report for any given year will have 
appended to it the Workload Plan which anticipates the current FAR and these together will be forwarded 
to the dean. The Workload Plan may be revised as necessary in consultation with the unit head. The policy 
for extending probationary appointments by pausing the tenure clock can be found in the Administrative 
Manual, Chapter 4, Section 2.7.2. 


 
3.02.B. Faculty Activity Reports and Workload Plan 
Annually, each faculty member will prepare a Faculty Activity Report (FAR) for the preceding year and 
the Workload Plan for the next year, addressing how his/her activities and achievements comply with the 
general expectations of the unit, college/school, and the university. The Faculty Activity Reports and 
Workload Plans will be reviewed by the unit head and the dean of the college/school (or by a designee of 
the dean) for consistency with unit and college/school expectations and be made available to the unit 
faculty members. 


 
Rationale: 


 
1. In order to be consistent with the approved language changes, the word “baseline” needs 
to be deleted. Given the approved changes to this section, FPPC thought it was clear that 
the Workload Plan contains the significant focus. 


 
2. FPPC thought that the term “review” was too strong given what actually occurs in this 
process, and preferred a more passive wording. 


 
3. FPPC noted that there has been ongoing discussion about what the unit head signature 
on the Workload Plan actually means–does it simply mean that he/she has “received it in 
good order”? Or does it imply “approval” by the unit head? (In which case, what procedure 
then follows if the unit head “disapproves” of the Workload Plan?) FPPC discussed this 
question and recommended this more neutral text which calls for “consistency with unit 
and college expectations.” 








Memorandum


TO: Karen Gibson, ECS Chair


CC: Lisa Haight, Provost’s Office


FROM: Robert Adams, Chair, OEC
Kyle Felkner, Chair, FTLCAC


SUBJECT: Joint Charge on Potential Handbook Language Overlap


DATE: October 24, 2013


OEC and FTLCAC were jointly charged to examine the faculty handbook and identify any potential overlap in the
responsibilities of these two committees. Both OEC and FTLCAC have reviewed the handbook and find no
overlap. Certainly, the handbook mentions collaboration between the two committees, but always with the
language “in consultation”. Therefore, we recommend no changes to the handbook at this time.
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Faculty Personnel Policy Committee 
 
 


Memorandum 
 
 
 
TO: Figen Mekik, Chair, UAS/ECS 


Cory DiCarlo, Vice-Chair, UAS/ECS 
FROM: Kurt Ellenberger, Chair, FPPC 
DATE: March 29, 2013 
SUBJECT: FPPC Charge #3: Baseline Expectations v8 FINAL/Approved 
CC: Tom Butcher, University Counsel 


Jon Jellema, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 
FPPC 


 
Please find attached a draft revision (version #8) of section 3.01 of the Faculty Handbook, 
which deals with Faculty Responsibilities and Baseline Expectations, along with FPPC’s 
rationale. This version includes several revisions from FPPC based on UAS/ECS feedback 
from the previous meeting. 


 


The most important of these from a policy perspective is regarding the question of whether 
the terminology describing the “per semester” teaching load should be “9 hours,” “9 credits,” 
or “9 credit hours.” FPPC preferred “9 credits” as the best option since it is linked to course 
credits, but does not bring “hours” into the discussion. 


 


In response to concerns about courses with non-standard credits (i.e. 4 credit courses), the 
committee noted that the document states the following under “Teaching:” 


 


“Each unit, with the approval of its dean, shall determine the number of courses that are required 
when any or all of the courses are other than 3 credits. Each unit, with the approval of its dean, 
shall also determine equivalencies of studios, labs, rehearsals…” 


 


FPPC was of the opinion that this clearly recognizes non-standard courses and 
unambiguously states that each unit, with dean’s approval, is responsible for determining 
equitable load equivalencies for these courses. 


 
Sincerely, 


 
 


 
 
Kurt 
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Faculty Handbook 3.01.A-E 
Charge #3 “Baseline Expectations” 
Clean Version of Draft, with only most recent revisions included 


 
3.01 Faculty Responsibilities and Workload 
The role of a faculty member involves an interlocking set of responsibilities to students, to colleagues in both the 
institution and the wider profession, to the institution itself and its surrounding community, to the advancement of 
knowledge and understanding in the faculty member’s field, and to the ideals of free inquiry and expression. 
Normally, these are articulated as the areas of teaching, scholarship and creative activity, and service, as outlined in 
the Administrative Manual, Chapter 4 Faculty Personnel Policies, Sections 2.9.1. 
The primary responsibility of faculty is excellent teaching [as described in the Administrative Manual, Chapter 4, 
Section 2.9.1.A]. Effective teaching must be documented by: a) self-evaluation, b) peer evaluation, and c) student 
evaluations. Evidence of effective teaching is a significant factor in contract renewal, tenure, promotion, and salary 
increment decisions. Units should periodically review and clarify course expectations of students. Appropriate 
course expectations, pedagogies, and assessment vary, depending on the discipline, course level, and class size. 
Each unit shall establish expectations in writing for all its faculty, in the areas of teaching, scholarship and creative 
activity, and service based on disciplinary standards and best practices and unit, college and university goals, and 
work. Teaching, scholarship/creative activity, and service are included in each faculty member’s workload. These 
unit expectations will be approved by the unit faculty, unit head, and the dean. 
A. Teaching 
Normally, within a full-time load, the expectation for teaching shall be 9 credits per semester. Evidence of effective 
teaching is significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, and salary increments. Each unit, with the approval of its 
dean, shall determine the number of courses that are required when any or all of the courses are other than 3 credits. 
Each unit, with the approval of its dean, shall also determine equivalencies of studios, labs, rehearsals, team- 
teaching, distance education, supervision of theses or student research, clinical or internship supervision, 
independent study or reading courses, teaching extraordinarily large classes, and other such formal teaching 
activities. Normally, no more than three different course preparations will be required of any faculty member in any 
semester. 
B. Scholarly/Creative Activity (formerly called Professional Activity) 
Within a normal full-time load, all faculty are expected to engage in basic, applied, or pedagogical scholarship or 
creative activity as determined by the unit, college, and profession. Evidence of scholarship or creative activity is 
significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, and salary increments. A variety of activities are considered 
appropriate for accomplishing these objectives and such activities are significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, 
and salary increments. Faculty scholarship or creative activity is generally acknowledged to be an important 
indicator of professionalism. Such activities not only sustain academic vitality but also promote student 
involvement, an activity that is desirable in the undergraduate and graduate education experiences. Methods of 
maintaining and updating professional competencies may include, but are not limited to, publications, presentations, 
performances, grant writing, scholarly or creative activity with students, and participation in professional meetings, 
institutes, and workshops. Enrollment in graduate courses may be especially important to those individuals lacking 
the terminal degree. 
C. Service 
In addition to teaching and scholarly/creative activities within a normal full-time load, all faculty are expected to 
engage in service as determined by the unit, college, and profession. Service may include participating in unit, 
college, or university activities that support the operation and mission of the unit, college or university, the 
profession, and/or the community. Evidence of service is significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, and salary 
increments. 


i. Service to the Unit 
Faculty members’ contributions to the unit may include unit committees and leadership activities, design and 
implementation of curriculum, the maintenance of facilities and equipment, the preparation of unit-related grant 
proposals, etc. 
ii. Service to the College and University 
GVSU operates under a shared governance model. Faculty members serve through election or appointment to 
college and university committees. A listing of current university committees and the members on each 
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committee will be posted on the Faculty Governance website. Service may also include participating in college 
or university activities that support the mission of the university or college. 
iii. Service to the Community and/or the Profession. 
Faculty members are also responsible for contributing to their profession and/or their community. Community 
service and service to the profession involves the engagement of a faculty member's professional expertise. 
Community service includes, but is not limited to, engaging in community outreach, acting as a board member in 
a community based organization, participating in public service programs, and work as a pro bono consultant on 
community projects when representing the University. Service to the profession includes leadership 
or committee roles in professional organizations. 


D. Area of Significant Focus 
In their annual faculty workload plan, every faculty member shall propose a significant focus beyond the 
expectations established by the unit in the areas of teaching, scholarship/creative activity, and service. The 
significant focus will be reviewed and approved by the unit head and dean.This focus shall require approximately 
the same amount of time as teaching a 3 credit, or standard course per semester; it shall not have been counted as 
part of the expected 9 credits per semester teaching load or have been compensated externally or additionally. 
Faculty members anticipating review for personnel action, and especially action for tenure and promotion, will want 
to ensure that their significant focus of activity is consistent with their unit’s and college’s expectations for tenure and 
promotion. 


Rationale: 
 


The issues surrounding the current language of “Baseline Expectations” have been discussed repeatedly 
by FPPC over the last three years. As we researched the term, we discovered that it is not defined 
consistently across campus. The issues we found include the following: 


1. Baseline Expectations and Quantity/Quality of Faculty Work 
Some units view baseline as a “minimum” expected of a faculty member, while others have a higher 
standard when using this term. 
2. Baseline Expectations and Workload 
There is also confusion on campus about whether “baseline expectations” are part of the workload (as 
teaching, service, and scholarship), or whether they exist outside of workload plans as general duties 
of all faculty members. 
3. Significant Focus Beyond Baseline Expectations 
All of this was further exacerbated by the various opinions on where this “significant focus” is then 
found in the actual workload if it is “beyond” the “baseline.” 
4. Full-time Load vs. 12-Hour Load 
FPPC determined that there is an inherent problem when our job is described in terms of a “12-hour 
load” while our teaching loads are similarly described using “credit hours.” This implies that 
everything in our workload can be numerically accounted for somewhere in the “12-hours” which is 
not the case. In consultation with ECS, the term “12-hour load” was therefore replaced with the term 
“full-time load” in order to better delineate and delink the two concepts. 


FPPC found this entire section to problematic in terms of both organization and content: 
 


1. The three areas (teaching, scholarship, and service) are not described consistently. For example, 
under teaching, the current language describes what constitutes “evidence,” but does not provide that 
information for scholarship and service. 
2. Service is incomplete because community service is not discussed. The service section is also 
inconsistent in the way it describes service as “contributions to the unit” and “committee 
responsibilities.” 


After many lengthy discussions, FPPC did not see any particular value gained from using the term 
“baseline” and revised the entire section to remove it and to speak more broadly in terms of “faculty 
expectations.” The Committee also revised each section to make the description of each area of 
responsibility more consistent, robust, and in line with current practice. 


Formatted: Highlight
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Faculty Handbook 3.01.A-E 
Charge #3 “Baseline Expectations” 
Draft With All Revisions Highlighted in Track Changes 


 
3.01 Faculty Responsibilities and Workload 
The role of a faculty member involves an interlocking set of responsibilities to students, to colleagues in both the  
institution and the wider profession, to the institution itself and its surrounding community, to the advancement of  
knowledge and understanding in the faculty member’s field, and to the ideals of free inquiry and expression.  
Normally, these are articulated as the areas of teaching, scholarship and creative activity, and service, as outlined in  
the Administrative Manual, Chapter 4 Faculty Personnel Policies, Sections 2.9.1.   


 
The primary responsibility of faculty is excellent teaching [as described in the Administrative Manual, Chapter 4,  
Section 2.9.1.A]. Effective teaching must be documented by: a) self-evaluation, b) peer evaluation, and c) student  
evaluations. Evidence of effective teaching is a significant factor in contract renewal, tenure, promotion, and salary  
increment decisions. Units should periodically review and clarify course expectations of students. Appropriate   
course expectations, pedagogies, and assessment vary, depending on the discipline, course level and class size.    
The primary responsibility of faculty is excellent teaching.    


 
The role of a faculty member involves an interlocking set of responsibilities to students, to colleagues in both the  
institution and the wider profession, to the institution itself and its surrounding community, to the advancement of  
knowledge and understanding in the faculty member’s field, and to the ideals of free inquiry and expression.  
Normally, these are articulated as the areas of teaching, scholarship and creative activity, and service, as outlined in  
the Administrative Manual, Chapter 4 Faculty Personnel   
Policies, Sections 2.9.1. 


 
A. Primary Responsibility 
The primary responsibility of faculty is excellent teaching [as described in the Administrative Manual, Chapter 4,  
Section 2.9.1.A]. Effective teaching must be documented by: a) self-evaluation, b) peer evaluation, and c) student  
evaluations. Evidence of effective teaching is a significant factor in contract renewal, tenure, promotion, and salary  
increment decisions. Units should periodically review and clarify course expectations of students. Appropriate   
course expectations, pedagogies, and assessment vary, depending on the discipline, course level and class size. 


 
i) Baseline Expectations 
Each unit shall establish expectations in writing, for all its faculty, baseline expectations in the areas of teaching, 
scholarship and creative activity, and service based on disciplinary standards and best practices and unit, college and 
university goals and work. Teaching, scholarship/creative activity, and service are included in each faculty member’s 
workload. These unit expectations will be approved by the unit faculty, unit head, and the dean. In the area of  
teaching, the baseline expectation normally shall be 9 credit hours per semester over the course of the academic  
year, in addition to other teaching-related work. All faculty are also expected to engage in basic, applied, or  
pedagogical scholarship or creative activity as determined by the expectations of the unit, college, and profession. A 
faculty member’s workload includes service to the unit, college, and university as well as to the community/ 
profession.   


 
A. B. Teaching 
Normally, within a full-time-load, the The baseline expectation for teaching shall be  9 credit hours per semester  
over the course of the academic year, in addition to other teaching-related work. Typically, these 9 credit hours per  
semester. w ill represent three 3-credit-hour courses. Evidence of effective teaching is significant in decisions on  
tenure, promotion, and salary increments., but e Each unit, with the approval of its dean, shall determine the number 
of courses that are required to meet the baseline expectation when any or all of the courses are other than 3 credits. 
Each unit, with the approval of its dean, shall also determine equivalencies of studios, labs, rehearsals, team- 
teaching, distance education, supervision of theses or student research, clinical or internship supervision, independent 
study or reading courses, teaching extraordinarily large classes, and other such formal teaching activities. Normally, 
no more than three different course preparations will be required of any faculty member in any semester. 


 
B. C. Scholarly/Creative Activity (formerly called Professional Activity) 
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Within a normal full-time load, all faculty are expected to engage in basic, applied, or pedagogical scholarship or  
creative activity as determined by the unit, college, and profession. Evidence of scholarship or creative activity is  
significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, and salary increments. The achievement and maintenance of  
professional excellence is a responsibility of faculty. A variety of activities are considered appropriate for 
accomplishing these objectives and such activities are significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, and salary 
increments. Faculty research scholarship or creative activity is generally acknowledged to be an important indicator 
of professionalism. Such research activities not only sustains academic vitality but also promotes student 
involvement in research, an activity which that may be is  desirable in the undergraduate and graduate education 
experiences. Another mMethods of maintaining and updating professional competencies may include, but are not  
limited to, is through publications, presentations, performances, grant writing, scholarly or creative activity with  
students, and participation in professional meetings, institutes and workshops. Enrollment in graduate courses may 
be especially important to those individuals lacking the terminal degree. Faculty participation in professional  
organizations is encouraged. Most unit budgets include limited funds for support of professional activities such as  
attendance at conferences and workshops. The Center for Scholarly and Creative Excellence is an additional source  
of funding.   


 
C. D. Service   
In addition to teaching and scholarly/creative activities within a normal full-time load, all faculty are expected to  
engage in service as determined by the unit, college, and profession. Service may include participating in unit,  
college, or university activities that support the operation and mission of the unit, college or university, the  
profession, and/or the community. Evidence of service is significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, and salary  
increments.   


 
i. ContributionsService to the DepartmentUnit 


In addition to teaching and advising activities, f Faculty members’ are responsible for contributions ing to the 
various other activities of their departmentunit, which may include unit committees and leadership activities, the 
design and implementation of curriculum, the maintenance of facilities and equipment, the preparation of unit- 
related grant proposals, etc. Service includes participating in unit activities that support the mission and  
operation of the unit. Contributions to the department are significant in decisions on tenure, promotion, and  
salary increments. 


ii. Service to the College and University Committee Responsibilities. 
GVSU operates under a shared governance model. Faculty members ordinarily serve through election or 
appointment to on college and university committees. A listing of current university committees and the  
members on each committee will be posted on the Faculty Governance website. Service includes participating  in 
college or university activities that support the mission and operation of the university or college. A listing of  
current university committees and the members on each committee will be posted on the Faculty Governance  
website. Contributions to the college and university are significant in decisions on promotion and salary  
increments.   


iii. Service to the Community and/or the Profession.   
Faculty members are also responsible for contributing to their profession and/or their community. Community  
service and service to the profession involves the engagement of a faculty member's professional expertise.  
Community service includes, but is not limited to, engaging in community outreach, acting as a board member  in 
a community based organization, participating in public service programs, and work as a pro bono consultant  on 
community projects when representing the University. Service to the profession includes leadership   
or committee roles in professional organizations.   


 
D.   E. Area of Significant Focus Beyond Baseline Expectations 
In their annual faculty workload plan, every faculty member shall select propose a significant focus of activities  
beyond the baseline expectations established by the unit in the areas of teaching, scholarship/ or creative activity, 
and or service. The significant focus will be reviewed and approved by the unit head and dean.This focus shall 
require approximately the same amount of time as teaching a 3 credit hour, or standard course per semester; it shall 
not have been counted as part of the baseline expected 9 credits hour per semester teaching load or have been 
compensated externally or additionally. Faculty members anticipating review for personnel action, and especially 
action for tenure and promotion, will want to iensure that their significant focus of activity is consistent with their 
unit’s and college’s expectations for tenure and promotion. 
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F. Workload Planning 
As part of the Faculty Activity Reports (FAR) completed annually each faculty member is expected to establish an 
annual Workload Plan containing both baseline and significant focus expectations for the next year. The faculty of 
each unit will review these plans according to the same procedures as described in 3.02 in order to secure adequate 
information for proper allocation of unit and college resources and for appropriate programs of faculty development. 
The unit head will sign the workload plan to indicate the review has been completed. The Faculty Activity Report 
for any given year will have appended to it the Workload Plan which anticipates the current FAR and these together 
will be forwarded to the dean. The Workload Plan may be revised as necessary in consultation with the unit head. 
The policy for extending probationary appointments by pausing the tenure clock can be found in the Administrative 
Manual, Chapter 4, Section 2.7.2. 








 


MEMORANDUM  


TO:  FIGEN MEKIK, CHAIR OF UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC SENATE  
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
 


FROM: JOY WASHBURN, CHAIR OF FACULTY TEACHING & LEARNING CENTER ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE (FTLC-AC) 
 


SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATIONS ON PLATFORMS/TOOLS FOR STUDENT EVALUATION OF 
TEACHING AND LEARNING 


 
DATE: APRIL 12, 2013  


 
CC: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE 


  


FTLC-AC Charge for 2012-2013: 
Support ECS/UAS and Faculty Personnel Policies Committee in considering policy revisions concerning 
the use of student evaluations of teaching and learning at GVSU. 


a. Create and develop more consistent evaluation tools and/or more consistent use of these 
evaluations across the whole University 


b. Work with the Graduate Council to create and develop consistent “student evaluation” tools 
for graduate level courses.  


c. Provide guidance to ECS/UAS on the value of standardizing the tools for and uses of 
student evaluations across all units. 


Background Information: 
Currently at GVSU, there is no standardized tool or platform used to obtain data on student evaluations of 
teaching and learning.  Each college, department, or unit may independently select and use various methods 
to obtain data from students regarding evaluation of teaching and learning.  Evaluations are administered by 
paper/pencil or online.  The questions asked, in regards to teaching and learning evaluation, are not 
standardized or consistent.  Each department, unit, and/or college may select their own questions.  In 
addition, there is not a limit placed upon the number of questions that may be used on any given student 
evaluation of teaching and learning survey/questionnaire, therefore, the length of the evaluation surveys vary 
by department, unit, and/or college.  
 
The FTLC-AC charge for 2012-13 included providing ECS/UAS with guidance on the value of standardizing 
tools for student evaluations of teaching/learning.  In addition, the committee was charged to make 
recommendations regarding tools/platforms that could be used when students evaluate teaching and learning. 
 
From September 2011 through April 2013, FTLC-AC members studied multiple platforms that could be used 
to administer student evaluations of teaching and learning on the GVSU campus.  We determined that most 
platforms do not include recommended questions to use when students evaluate teaching/learning, the 
exception being the IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction system ~ this system includes 18 pre-determined 
questions that must be used.  The questions included with the IDEA system have been determined to 
produce reliable and valid data.  However, there are platforms which would simplify the distribution of the 
evaluations to students as the evaluations could be distributed on Blackboard and/or have compatibility with 
mobile devices (smart phones or tablets).  The platforms without recommended questions would need to 
have questions selected and entered that could be used for all courses at GVSU.   
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FTLC-AC Recommendation: 
The committee unanimously recommends to ECS/UAS that either the Blackboard Enterprise platform or 
the IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction System be used at GVSU in order to assess student evaluation of 
teaching and learning.  Both have merit and are suited for use within the GVSU community.   
 
Rationale for Recommendation: 
Lack of consistency between and among the various units/departments/colleges in regards to collecting data 
on student evaluations of teaching and learning is confusing to students.  Students have multiple evaluations 
to complete at the end of each term and the variances between each evaluation can be confusing, particularly 
since some are administered via Blackboard and others are done via pencil/paper.  Use of a single process 
and/or instrument would benefit students as there would be a normed expectation consistent between and 
among courses taken by the students.    
 
Information about the Platforms Recommended 


 Blackboard Enterprise 
This platform does not include survey questions so decisions would still need to be made on the best 
questions that should be included on the evaluation survey and the maximum number of questions 
that should be asked (shorter questionnaires are more likely to result in a higher return rate).  
However, there is no extra cost associated with the Blackboard Enterprise evaluation platform as it is 
included with our service pack upgrade (release 10) scheduled for April 30, 2013.  There is no 
additional staffing required because it is currently in place at GVSU. Our Blackboard Administrators 
are planning on moving to this tool for those departments which are currently using Blackboard for 
their end-of-term evaluations.  They will probably pilot this platform during the Spring/Summer 
2013 term with a few departments and then move all departments/units/colleges using Blackboard 
to obtain data on student evaluations of teaching/learning to this system.  Overall, our GVSU 
Blackboard Administrators (Katie Clark and Jacob Romero) feel this platform will be much easier for 
department, faculty, and students to use then the current Blackboard end-of-term evaluation tool that 
was created by Jacob Romero many years ago.   With our current system, the data must be extracted 
by one of our system analysts (Karen Burchard) and then put into Microsoft Access in order for the 
report data to be useable for departments and faculty.   This step will no longer be necessary.    We 
currently do not have the ability to run detailed reports that compare data against semesters, courses 
or other departments with our current system.  The new report creation tool will be much more 
detailed than our current system.  It will also allow for multiple reminders and mobile application 
options.   GVSU owns the data collected via the Blackboard Enterprise platform. 


 


 IDEA 
Of all the survey instruments that were investigated, IDEA is the only tool that comes with pre-
packaged questions. These questions have also been tested for reliability and validity of the answers 
obtained.  Benchmarking against six to ten other institutions using the IDEA system is available with 
this platform.  In addition, comparative data is provided for all campuses and for campuses in the 
same general Carnegie classification using IDEA.   Short form and long form survey instruments are 
available from IDEA.  IDEA is already being used as an evaluation instrument in the College of 
Health Professions (CHP). Most faculty members in CHP use the IDEA short form (see sample 
copy of the IDEA short form which is attached).  The evaluation questions are based on learning 
objectives identified by IDEA personnel as being most applicable to higher learning (although it is 
conceded that not all identified objectives may be relevant in every course).   Additional open-ended 
or close-ended questions can be added to the IDEA form.  Raw score and adjusted score are 
included in the results ~ the short form adjusts for three factors: Student motivation to take the class, 
regardless of who taught it; Student work habits; and Class size.  Data obtained via the IDEA system 
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can be included in Digital Measures.  IDEA can be administered in a pencil/paper format or via 
online delivery (each course must be ALL paper or ALL online).  IDEA personnel analyze the data 
obtained and develop the reports which are shared with the institution, therefore, it is a reasonable 
assumption that IDEA owns the data obtained.  The IDEA representative reports that it takes 10 
business days to analyze the data gathered (turnaround time).   There is a per-semester cost 
associated with using the IDEA system (cost of the survey instrument which is based on number of 
surveys made accessible to students ~ not based on number of surveys completed, processing charge 
per class section, and batch processing charge).   Using data from the Fall 2012 semester, the IDEA 
representative estimates that had GVSU used this system for that term, the cost would have been 
approximately $41,547.  Costs would vary each semester based upon number of course sections 
offered and number of students enrolled in each section (see attached document explaining the 
IDEA fee schedule).       


 
Description of Action Needed by ECS/UAS: 
Members of FTLC-AC are uncertain as to which body makes the final decision in regards to which tool or 
platform to use so we request that ECS/UAS members make that determination.  We suspect the Provost 
Davis and other administrators will need to be brought into the conversation since there are annual costs 
associated with the IDEA system.  In addition, a decision made by ECS/UAS and other appropriate 
personnel/administrators will assist FTLC-AC in making recommendations on potential charges for the 
committee in future academic years as the charges may vary dependent upon which platform is selected for 
use at GVSU. 
 
Changes to the Faculty Handbook, Administrative Manual, or University Catalog:   
NONE at this time 
 
Documents Attached 


1. Short Form – Student Reactions to Instruction and Courses (IDEA) 
2. IDEA Fee Schedule (July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013) 
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Memorandum 
 
 
 
TO: Figen Mekik, Chair, UAS/ECS 


Tonya Parker, Vice-Chair, UAS/ECS 


FROM: Kurt Ellenberger, Chair, FPPC 


DATE: March 28, 2013 
SUBJECT: FPPC Charge #12: Three-Year Rule for Faculty in Administration v7 


CC: Tom Butcher, University Counsel 


Jon Jellema, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 


FPPC 
 


 
 


During the last two years, FPPC has carefully reviewed the policies regarding Executive, 


Administrative, and Professional positions of various kinds. Please find attached our 


recommendations (new text from previous version is highlighted) along with accompanying 


rationale . 
 
Sincerely, 


 


 


 


 
Kurt 







the faculty member must notify  his/her Dean and 
  


 


2.11 Applicability to Executive, Administrative, and Professional Positions. 
Faculty having positions covered by these regulations (Section 2) who accept an Executive, Administrative and 
Professional position are subject to the following conditions: 


 
1. Executive, Administrative and Professional positions which do not carry faculty rank: 


A. Faculty accepting an Executive, Administrative and Professional position shall be subject to the personnel 
policies governing executive, administrative and professional appointments (Section 4) while serving in their 
administrative capacity. 
B. The faculty member shall request in writing a leave of absence from the faculty position to accept an 
Executive, Administrative and Professional appointment. The leave is subject to approval by the faculty 
member's Dean and the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs. A leave of absence, for the purpose 


referred to in this section, may be granted for an academic year. The leave may be renewed on an annual basis 
not to exceed three (3) consecutive years. 
C. If a faculty member chooses to remain in an Executive, Administrative and Professional position beyond a 
three (3) year leave period, or, after a lesser time period, ies the 
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs of intent to remain in the Executive, Administrative or Professional 
position., the faculty member shall relinquish faculty status including tenure rights and faculty rank. 


 
If the Executive, Administrative or Professional position is within the Division of Academic and Student  
Affairs , tenure rights and faculty rank will be retained for as long as the faculty member holds that Executive,  
Administrative or Professional position or returns to their faculty position. In the event the position is outside of 


the Division of Academic and Student Affairs, the faculty member shall relinquish faculty status including   
tenure rights and faculty rank, unless the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs waives the relinquishing 
of faculty status, tenure rights, and faculty rank. This waiver must be in the form of a written agreement  
between the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs and the faculty member, and should specify the terms  
of the waiver, including its duration and renewability. 
D. The time served by a faculty member in an Executive, Administrative and Professional position shall not be 
counted towards tenure, rank promotion nor in determining sabbatical eligibility. 


 


Rationale: 


In studying current practice, FPPC found that the policy in 1C (“faculty member shall 


relinquish faculty status including tenure rights and faculty rank”) is not being followed. If 


the policy as stated were strictly followed, FPPC was of the opinion that it would lead to a 


decline in the number of faculty willing to serve in these important positions, and also 


create instability as faculty left these positions every three years. In consultation with ECS 


and the Provost, this section was therefore deleted, and text was added to allow for these 


positions to continue after the initial three-year period (with appropriate approvals from all 


parties involved). 







 
 
 


2. Executive, Administrative and Professional positions with faculty rank: (Academic Administrators) 
A. Persons in the following positions shall have faculty rank and faculty tenure rights: Provost/Vice President 
for Academic Affairs, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, Assistant Vice President for Academic 


Affairs, the dean of an instructional division, and the Dean of the Academic Resources and Special  
Programs and the Dean of University Libraries. Each will be listed among the faculty of an appropriate 


department unit or school. As appropriate, other EAP Academic Administrator positions may also retain  


faculty rank and faculty tenure rights at the discretion of the Provost/ Vice President for Academic Affairs.1 


B. The academic administrators listed above are subject to the provisions in Section 2 regarding 
faculty promotion, tenure, and periodic performance review. 
C. Recommendations regarding promotion or tenure of academic administrators shall be made by the 
appropriate College Personnel Committee as follows: 


1) Recommendations regarding the an Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, or the Director of  
the Academic Resource Center shall go to the Dean of the College. 
2) Recommendations regarding a Dean shall go to the Provost/Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. 
3) Recommendations regarding the Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs shall go to the President. 


D. If a grievance arises regarding the faculty status of an academic administrator or the performance of faculty 
duties by an administrator, the administrator shall follow the faculty grievance procedure. If it should happen 
that the grievant is also the administrator with whom a conference should be arranged at one step of the 
procedure, that step shall be omitted. 


E. Academic administrators are subject to the personnel policies in Chapter 4, Section 4 2 governing Executive, 


Administrative and Professional appointments except as provided above. 


F. Persons in these positions will be expected to teach a minimum of one course per year. 3 


 
Rationale: 


 
1. As we studied this section, we noticed that some of the positions and Centers listed are 


no longer in existence. FPPC added text to allow other positions of this type, at the 


discretion of the Provost, in order to provide flexibility and to avoid future anachronisms of 


the type that are currently in the Administrative Manual. 
 
2. This provides a reference for these policies are located. 


 
3. In general, faculty in these positions are not teaching a class every year. FPPC also noted 


that these positions are very demanding and require the full-time focus and attention of the 


faculty members. However, if desired, the requirement for teaching a course could be 
written into the agreement with the consent of both parties. 







3. Administrative and Professional positions in Academic and Student Affairs with faculty rank: 
A. Faculty members whose workload is at least 50% administrative duties, excluding unit heads, must have 
tenure and it is strongly recommended that he/she should have already attained the rank of Full Professor. Each 
will be listed among the faculty of an appropriate unit or school. 


B. The academic administrators listed above will retain their faculty status in their home units and may resume 
regular faculty activities in their home units upon completion of their terms in these administrative and 
professional positions. These academic administrators are eligible to apply for internal grants but they are 
ineligible to receive professional development funds from their home units. While faculty status is retained, these 
academic administrators will relinquish their voting privileges in their home units and at the college level in all 
matters for the length of time that they are in these positions. These academic administrators may serve on 
governance committees in an ex-officio capacity (as per committee membership criteria) only. Sabbatical 
privileges are relinquished and time towards sabbatical, promotion, and tenure will not accrue while serving in 
these positions. Time served at the University towards sabbatical, promotion, and tenure prior to the 
administrative position is not affected and remains part of the faculty member’s record of service for sabbatical, 
promotion, and tenure. The administrative and professional workloads of these academic administrators must, 
according to the description of regular faculty in Chapter 4.2.1, be at least 50% of the entire workload. 


C. A faculty member in one of these positions will not be eligible for promotion until he/she has resigned from 
the Administrative and Professional position and has resumed regular faculty responsibilities in his/her home 
unit at which time he/she will be evaluated by the same unit and college criteria and procedures as all other 
faculty. 


D. Recommendations regarding annual salary adjustment program (pursuant to Chapter 4, Section 6 of the 
Administrative Manual) shall be made as follows: 


1) Associate Deans will be reviewed by their Dean. 
2) Academic Program/Center Directors will be reviewed by the head of 
the office in which they are housed. 


E. If a grievance arises regarding the faculty status of an academic administrator or the performance of faculty 
duties by an administrator, the administrator shall follow the faculty grievance procedure. If it should happen 
that the grievant is also the administrator with whom a conference should be arranged at one step of the 
procedure, that step shall be omitted. 


F. Academic administrators are subject to the personnel policies in Chapter 4, Section 4 governing Executive, 
Administrative and Professional appointments except as provided above. 


 
Rationale: 


FPPC found that there are some positions (i.e. Associate Deans, Assistant Deans, and 


others) that do not “fit” either of the previous categories very well. The rights and 


responsibilities of faculty* in these types of positions (and those considering them) are thus 


not currently well defined. FPPC decided that a separate category was needed for faculty in 


“Administrative and Professional Positions in Academic and Student Affairs.” (Note that 


this category is differentiated from the previous two in that it does not pertain to 


“Executive” positions, and it is limited to “Associate Deans and Academic Program 


Directors.”) This new category provides clarity on various issues including: 
 


•Voting rights in the home unit 


•Accrual of time towards sabbatical, promotion, and tenure 


•Promotion to Full Professor 


•Evaluations 


•Grievance Procedures 


 
*Note that the language in this version does not prevent the appointment of non-tenure-track 


persons to these positions. 







 


Admin Manual 2.30 
4. Sabbatical Leave. Sabbatical leaves are intended primarily to encourage and promote the professional growth of 
those with faculty status and to enhance their teaching and scholarly effectiveness. Sabbaticals are a part of the 
university's responsibility in relation to faculty growth and development. Such leaves contribute to the 
accomplishment of these ends by enabling the faculty to undertake specific, planned activities involving study, 
research, or creative work of mutual benefit to the applicant and to Grand Valley State University. The providing of 
resources necessary for sabbatical leaves is a high priority for the University. 


 
A. Eligibility. By April 1 each year the Human Resources Office will provide the academic deans wit the 
names of the faculty members eligible to apply during the Fall semester. The deans then send a notice to each 
eligible person as a reminder, offering assistance in refining plans and indicating sources of relevant 
information. 


 
Subject to the provisions listed below (Section H), sabbatical leave may be granted after six consecutive years 
of full-time service. Such leave may not be awarded to the same person more than once in seven years and 
leave time shall not be cumulative. Up to two years of full-time service, on a regular appointment with full 
faculty status, at the rank of instructor or above, or its equivalent, at other accredited institutions of higher 
education shall count toward fulfillment of the eligibility period. Upon receiving tenure, credit similar to that 
granted to full-time, regular faculty who are entering from other institutions may be granted to those who 
served as full-time visiting Grand Valley faculty at the rank of instructor or above and who moved into a tenure 
track-faculty position without a break in Grand Valley service. Only tenured Grand Valley faculty members are 
eligible to receive a sabbatical. 


 
In computing consecutive years of service for the purpose of establishing eligibility, periods of vacation leave 
and periods of sick leave with salary shall be included; periods of leaves of absence other than vacation leave 
and sick leave will not ordinarily be included but shall not be deemed an interruption of otherwise 
consecutive service. 


 
In the case of the faculty member on leave from a faculty position to hold an administrative position at Grand 
Valley, time on leave from the faculty position in the administrative position will not be counted toward 


sabbatical eligibility., 1) if a faculty member returns to the faculty position, 2) if the faculty member's  
unit and Dean so recommend, and 3) if the Provost approves. 


 
 
Rationale: 


FPPC was strongly of the opinion that sabbaticals are an important benefit for regular 


faculty to pursue the scholarship and creative work that they are engaged in as part of 


their work as teachers and scholars. EAP faculty, who are working full-time in 


administration, are not responsible (as part of their workload) for scholarship and creative 


activity and should thus not be eligible for sabbaticals, nor should time in those positions be 


counted towards sabbaticals. 
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Institution:


Course Number:


Instructor:


Time and Days Class Meets:


1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.


10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


Displayed a personal interest in students and their learning


Found ways to help students answer their own questions


Scheduled course work (class activities, tests, projects) in ways which encouraged students to stay up-to-date in their work


Demonstrated the importance and significance of the subject matter


Formed "teams" or "discussion groups" to facilitate learning


Made it clear how each topic fit into the course


Explained the reasons for criticisms of students’ academic performance


Stimulated students to intellectual effort beyond that required by most courses


Encouraged students to use multiple resources (e.g. data banks, library holdings, outside experts) to improve understanding


Explained course material clearly and concisely


Related course material to real life situations


Gave tests, projects, etc. that covered the most important points of the course


Introduced stimulating ideas about the subject


Involved students in "hands on" projects such as research, case studies, or "real life" activities


Inspired students to set and achieve goals which really challenged them


Asked students to share ideas and experiences with others whose backgrounds and viewpoints differ from their own


Provided timely and frequent feedback on tests, reports, projects, etc. to help students improve


Asked students to help each other understand ideas or concepts


Gave projects, tests, or assignments that required original or creative thinking


Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of class (office visits, phone calls, e-mail, etc.)


The Instructor:


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


Your thoughtful answers to these questions will provide helpful information to your instructor.


Describe the frequency of your instructor’s teaching procedures, using the following code:


Twelve possible learning objectives are listed below, not all of which will be relevant in this class. Describe the
amount of progress you made on each (even those not pursued in this class) by using the following scale:


21.
22.
23.
24.


25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, classifications, methods, trends)


Learning fundamental principles, generalizations, or theories


Learning to apply course material (to improve thinking, problem solving, and decisions)


Developing specific skills, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in the field most closely 


related to this course


Acquiring skills in working with others as a member of a team


Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art, music, drama, etc.)


Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of intellectual/cultural activity (music, science, literature, etc.)


Developing skill in expressing myself orally or in writing


Learning how to find and use resources for answering questions or solving problems


Developing a clearer understanding of, and commitment to, personal values


Learning to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view


Acquiring an interest in learning more by asking my own questions and seeking answers


Progress on:


1
2
3
4
5


-
-
-
-
-


No apparent progress
Slight progress; I made small gains on this objective.
Moderate progress; I made some gains on this objective.
Substantial progress; I made large gains on this objective.
Exceptional progress; I made outstanding gains on this objective.


IMPORTANT!


1=Hardly Ever 2=Occasionally 3=Sometimes 4=Frequently 5=Almost Always


Improper MarksProper Marks


SURVEY FORM - STUDENT REACTIONS TO INSTRUCTION AND COURSES


+
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36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


I had a strong desire to take this course.


I worked harder on this course than on most courses I have taken.


I really wanted to take a course from this instructor.


I really wanted to take this course regardless of who taught it.


As a result of taking this course, I have more positive feelings toward this field of study.


Overall, I rate this instructor an excellent teacher.


Overall, I rate this course as excellent.


Describe your attitudes and behavior in this course, using the following code:
1=Definitely


False
2=More False


Than True
3=In Between 4=More True


Than False
5=Definitely


True


1 2 3 4 5


33.
34.
35.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


Amount of reading


Amount of work in other (non-reading) assignments


Difficulty of subject matter


On the next three items, compare this course with others you have taken at this institution, using the following code:
1=Much Less than


Most Courses
2=Less than


Most Courses
3=About Average 4=More than


Most Courses
5=Much More


than Most Courses


43.
44.
45.
46.
47.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


As a rule, I put forth more effort than other students on academic work.


The instructor used a variety of methods--not only tests--to evaluate student progress on course objectives. 


The instructor expected students to take their share of responsibility for learning.


The instructor had high achievement standards in this class.


The instructor used educational technology (e.g., Internet, e-mail, computer exercises, multi-media


presentations, etc.) to promote learning.


For the following items, blacken the space which best corresponds to your judgment:
1=Definitely


False
2=More False


Than True
3=In Between 4=More True


Than False
5=Definitely


True


48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


EXTRA QUESTIONS
If your instructor has extra questions, answer them in the space designated below (questions 48-67):


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


Use the space below for comments
(unless otherwise directed).
Note: Your written comments may be
returned to the instructor, You may want
to PRINT to protect your anonymity.


Comments:


Printed in U.S.A.TF5903 (08/08) 0  9  8  7  6  5  4  3  2  1


The Course:








 


Rationale – 


Graduate education differs from undergraduate education in that graduate education is more 
specialized, more narrowly focused, and a more intense education experience that centers on the 
student’s individual interests and the faculty member’s area of expertise.   


Recognizing that difference, the Graduate Council has developed a policy for faculty members 
engaged in graduate education, which parallels the policy of the Faculty Personnel Policy 
Committee, but more clearly defines the commitment of faculty mentoring graduate students 
through the thesis/dissertation/other culminating research experience.  At the same time, we have 
tried to balance the broad range of disciplines and academic traditions that are collectively 
represented by the graduate programs and faculty at GVSU.  As always, the GC has reviewed 
current policies from a range of peer institutions and has solicited input from FSBC, FPPC, and 
from graduate program directors. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 


Responsibilities and Workload for Faculty Engaged in Graduate Education 


Expectations of faculty engaged in graduate education in the areas of teaching, scholarship and creative 
activity, and service shall follow the same guidelines defined under “Faculty Responsibilities and 
Workload” (currently section 3.01) in the Faculty Handbook which relies on each unit to establish 
expectations for faculty “based on disciplinary standards and best practices and unit, college and 
university goals, and work”.   


In keeping with the guidelines, each unit shall determine workload assigned to teaching graduate courses, 
advising theses/dissertations/other culminating research experiences, graduate projects, serving on a 
graduate committee, independent study, clinical or internship supervision, studios, labs, rehearsals, team-
teaching,  and distance education. The unit’s recommended workload must be approved by the academic 
dean and Provost.   


Workload credit for graduate thesis/dissertation/other culminating research experiences will be based on 
the following:  


a.  The time demands on faculty mentoring a graduate thesis/dissertation/culminating research 
experiences will vary due to the specific content area, the technical skills required, and the depth 
of the topic.   


b.  The broader academic community accepts that workload granted for graduate 
thesis/dissertation/other culminating research experiences varies among humanities, social 
sciences, health professions, and math/science/engineering.   


c. As with all workload matters, credit assigned for graduate thesis/dissertation/other culminating 
research experiences will be determined by each unit and approved by the appropriate academic 
dean and Provost.  


Each unit and college will apply the following guidelines when assigning workload to graduate 
thesis/dissertation/ other culminating research experiences: 


a. Workload credit for chairing a thesis committee shall be no less than 0.05 workload credit for 1 
credit hour of thesis work (XXX 695).  Workload credit for chairing a dissertation committee 
(XXX 795) shall be no less than 0.15 workload credit per 1 credit hour of dissertation.   


b. Workload credit shall be assigned for other culminating research activities when it requires a 
substantial effort (e.g. similar to thesis/dissertation) on the part of the faculty member.  In 
addition, the culminating research experience must be a requirement for the degree and approved 
by the unit head.  


c. Workload credit is earned by the faculty member when the student is registered for the 
appropriate course (e.g. XXX 695, XXX 795).  Workload credit will not be earned if the student 
withdraws and receives a tuition refund. 


d.  Faculty will indicate on their annual workload plan when they will apply workload credit. The 
workload plan shall be approved by the unit head. 


e. Individual faculty shall normally apply workload credit for thesis/dissertation/other culminating 
research experience to teaching, but it may be applied to service, scholarship, or area of focus in 
approved circumstances.  Application of credit to a category must be approved by the unit head. 







 


f. The maximum amount of workload credit a faculty member may count in a year will be 
determined by the unit head and approved by the academic dean and the Provost.  
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Date: October 10, 2013 


To:   Karen Gipson, Chair, Executive Committee of the Senate 


 Tonya Parker, Vice Chair, Executive Committee of the Senate. 


From:   Shari Bartz-Smith, Chair, University Assessment Committee 


Re:  UAC Faculty Handbook Language Changes 
 
 
 
The UAC would like to request approval by the ECS/UAS to update the Faculty Handbook 
language for the University Assessment Committee.  This is in alignment with two of the charges 
for the UAC for the 2013-2014 academic year.  The committee met, voted on, and approved the 
language drafted below.  We feel this language more accurately represents the make-up of the 
committee as well as the responsibilities.  The specific charges of the committee, followed by 
the rationale for the changes are listed below.  The attached document contains the current 
faculty handbook language at the top of the page followed by edits in Track Changes at the 
bottom of the page. 
 
 
2.  Continue to monitor the Faculty Handbook language on assessment and propose any 
necessary language revisions that will clearly separate assessment philosophy, policy 
and procedure from each other as well as making a recommendation as to whether any 
of the procedural language should be removed from the Faculty Handbook.   
 
 
3.  Provide language for Faculty Handbook update on the committee membership due to 
the restructuring of the Pew FTLC as part of the Provost’s Office as well as the need to 
more accurately describe service unit representation on the UAC.   
.  
 
Rationale: 
 Committee Membership language: 
 


1. Committee membership on the UAC is unique in that we have both Faculty and Service 
Unit members.  Language was updated to show the number of service unit members 
that we have deemed necessary to complete reviews in a manageable way over the past 
several years as well as defining their role.  We have The primary role of the service unit 







membership is to review service unit documents.  They also serve as second readers on 
all memos to ensure clarity and readability.  The primary role of the faculty membership 
is to review faculty reports. 


 
2. Administrative membership was amended to reflect that the director of the PEW FTLC is 


now under the Provost’s office and therefore we no longer need two separate 
representatives from that area. 
 


3. Service unit representatives are stated as serving 3 year staggered terms starting in the 
fall semester versus the end of the winter.  Service unit representatives are on 12 month 
contracts and when we are in the position of having a large number of reviews for the 
winter semester we often utilize our service unit membership as second readers and 
this work is often completed by the end of the spring semester (June). 
 


Responsibilities: 
 


1. Previous language in this area was created at the inception of the UAC becoming a faculty 
governance committee and did not accurately reflect all of the roles and responsibilities of the 
committee that have evolved over the past eight years.  The proposed description more 
accurately addresses the spectrum of duties filled by the committee. 


 








IDEA Annotated Bibliography 
 
IDEA Technical documents and Research: 
 
I include these because they are helpful in understanding the IDEA instrument and 
how it works, and also because they contain detailed reliability and validity data 
used in the construction of the instrument.  The first document, in particular, is 
invaluable for understanding the conceptual underpinnings of the system.  The first 
twelve pages of it are a capsule history of the development of the original IDEA 
instrument at Kansas State, and are very readable for laypeople without any 
particular background in statistics.  
 
The remainder of that document and most of the rest contain detailed technical 
information on reliability and validity studies (among other things) conducted by 
IDEA itself, or by people who later became part of IDEA, for the original instrument 
and for its major revision in the late eighties/early nineties. This information 
requires some expertise in statistics to parse. 
 
IDEA Technical Report #1: Development of the IDEA Instrument 
http://www.theideacenter.org/sites/default/files/techreport-01.pdf 
 
IDEA Technical Report #11: Revising the IDEA System 
http://www.theideacenter.org/sites/default/files/techreport-11.pdf 
 
IDEA Technical Report #12:  Basic Data for the Revised IDEA System 
http://www.theideacenter.org/sites/default/files/techreport-12.pdf 
 
IDEA Research Report #2: Validity of the IDEA System 
http://theideacenter.org/sites/default/files/research2.pdf 
 
Studies that use IDEA: 
 
There are a large number of studies that use IDEA in one way or another, usually as 
a tool to determine the impact of teaching practice or to establish a baseline to 
compare with some other rating tool or technique. These are a few representative 
examples. 
 
Anderson M. M., Shelledy D.C. (2013) Predictors of student satisfaction with allied 
health educational program courses.  Journal of Allied Health. 42(2): 92-98. 
Abstract: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23752236 
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http://www.theideacenter.org/sites/default/files/techreport-12.pdf

http://theideacenter.org/sites/default/files/research2.pdf

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23752236





Loftin, L. B. (1993). Factor Analysis of the IDEA Student Rating Instrument for 
Introductory College Science and Mathematics Courses. [Conference Paper]: 
Distributed by ERIC Clearinghouse. 
Abstract: http://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED366650 
 
Klecker, B. M. (2007).  The impact of formative feedback on student learning in an 
online classroom.  Journal of Instructional Psychology, 34, 161-165. 
Abstract: http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ778785 
 
Research Foundation 
 
The major precepts of IDEA, such as focus on student self-report of learning 
progress and multidimensionality of instructor goals-are based on research.  Where 
the research is old, I’ve tried to include an updated study on the same topic. 
 
Student Self-Reporting 
 
Walsh, W.B.  (1967) Validity of Self-Report.  Journal of Social Psychology 14, 18-23 
 
Benton, S. L., Duchon, D. & Pallett, W. H.  (2011). Validity of self-report student 
ratings of instruction.  Assessment & Evaluation in Higher Education. 38, 377-389. 
 
Multidimensionality of Teaching Objectives 
 
Bloom, B.S.(Ed.) Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Cognitive Domain.  New York: 
David Mckay 1956. 
 
Chickering, A. W., & Gamson, Z. F. (1987). Seven principles for good practice in 
undergraduate education. AAHE Bulletin, 39, 3-7. 
Linked at: http://www.lonestar.edu/multimedia/SevenPrinciples.pdf 
 
Use in Summative Evaluation 
 
Cashlin. W. and Downey, R. (1992)  Using Global Student Rating Items for 
Summative Evaluation.  Journal of Educational Psychology, 84 (4), p. 563-572 
 
Studies on Validity 
 
If you eliminate all the studies on reliability and validity done either by IDEA itself, 
or by individuals that later went on to be involved with the company, not much is 
left.  The below is an independent study on the validity of IDEA in a high school 
setting. 
 
Hanna, Gerald  (1983).  Discriminant and Convergent Validity of High School 
Student Ratings of Instruction..  Educational and psychological measurement. ,  43 
(3), p. 873. 
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Capsule summary:  There is ample peer reviewed literature that supports the 
conceptual foundations of IDEA (measuring student learning, coding for a controlled 
number of instructor-identified objectives, etc.).  There's also a lot of peer-reviewed 
literature that uses IDEA as part of a study, usually to establish a baseline against 
which to measure the effect of changing some teaching technique or competency, 
with the implicit assumption that IDEA does, in fact, measure student learning.  
IDEA has a number of very technical documents detailing their own reliability and 
validity studies. 
 
Studies by third parties not connected to IDEA specifically on issues of reliability 
and validity of the instrument are not abundant, in all probability because these 
kinds of studies are hard to do, or because so much of IDEAs own data is openly 
available that people don't feel the need.  This also seems to be the case for the two 
other major commercial purveyors of student rating instruments, SIR-II and CIEQ. 
All three systems grew out of initial research by experts in the field of educational 
measurement, in the case of IDEA, this would primarily be D.P. Hoyts work on 
measuring instructional effectiveness, which was part of what led to the 
development of the original IDEA instrument at Kansas State while he was professor 
there.  Many of these publications became IDEA technical reports and research 
papers when the company became independent. 
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Last Name (Up to 11 letters) Init.


Days
Class
Meets


Discipline
Code


Time Class
Begins


Course
Number


Number
Enrolled


Objectives: Using the scale provided, identify the relevance of each of the twelve objectives to this
course. As a general rule, prioritize what you want students to learn by selecting no more than 3-5
objectives as either Important or Essential. The weighting system used to generate the IDEA report
weighs Essential objectives "2," Important objectives "1," and Minor objectives "0."
(Scale - M = Minor or No Importance, I = Important, E = Essential)


1.


2.


3.


4.


5.


6.


7.


8.


9.


10.


11.


12.


Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, classifications, methods, trends)


Learning fundamental principles, generalizations, or theories


Learning to apply course material (to improve thinking, problem solving, and decisions)


Developing specific skills, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in


the field most closely related to this course


Acquiring skills in working with others as a member of a team


Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art, music,


drama, etc.)


Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of intellectual/cultural activity (music,


science, literature, etc.)


Developing skill in expressing oneself orally or in writing


Learning how to find and use resources for answering questions or solving problems


Developing a clearer understanding of, and commitment to, personal values


Learning to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view


Acquiring an interest in learning more by asking questions and seeking answers


Which of the following
represents the primary
approach to this course?
(Mark only one)


1.


= Lecture


= Discussion/recitation


= Seminar


= Skill/activity


= Laboratory


= Field Experience


= Studio


= Multi-Media


= Practicum/clinic


= Other


= Lecture


= Discussion/recitation


= Seminar


= Skill/activity


= Laboratory


= Field Experience


= Studio


= Multi-Media


= Practicum/clinic


= Other


2. If multiple approaches
are used, which one
represents the
secondary approach?
(Mark only one)


Mon


Tues


Wed


Thu


Fri


Sat


Sun


Describe this course in terms of its requirements with respect to
the features listed below. Use the following code to make your
responses:
N = None (or little) required
S = Some required
M = Much required


3.


A.


B.


C.


D.


E.


F.


G.


H.


I.


Writing


Oral communication


Computer applications


Group work


Mathematical/quantitative work


Critical thinking


Creative/artistic/design endeavor


Reading


Memorization


Continue on back page


N S M


M I E


Contextual Questions (Research Purposes):


The IDEA Center will conduct research on these optional questions in order to improve the interpretation of student ratings.


Faculty Information Form
See Directions to Faculty:


www.theideacenter.org/directions
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Course Number:


Instructor:


Time and Days Class Meets:


Proper Marks


Improper Marks
+


IMPORTANT!
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Local Codes:


B C D E F G HA


R


S


T


U


V
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1 =


5. Please identify the principal type of student
enrolling in this course
(Mark only one)


I


First-year students/sophomores seeking to


meet a "general education" or "distribution"


requirement


4. Rate each of the circumstances listed below, using the following
code to respond:


P
I
N
?


Physical facilities and/or equipment


Your previous experience in teaching this course


Substantial changes in teaching approach, course


assignments, content, etc.


Your desire to teach this course


Your control over course management decisions


(objectives, texts, exams, etc.)


Students’ level of preparation for taking 


the course


Students’ level of enthusiasm for the course


Students’ level of effort to learn


Technical/instructional support


A.


B.


C.


D.


E.


F.


G.


H.


I.


P N ?


Contextual Questions Continued:


2 = First-year students/sophomores seeking to


develop background needed for their


intended specialization


3 = Upper level non-majors taking the course 


as a "general education" or "distribution"


requirement


4 = Upper level majors (in this or a related 


field of study) seeking competence or


expertise in their academic/professional


specialty


5 = Graduate or professional school students


6 = Combination of two or more of the above


types


6. Is this class:


Had a positive impact on learning
Neither a positive nor a negative impact
Had a negative impact on learning
Can’t judge


=
=
=
=


a. Team taught?


b. Taught through distance learning?


Yes No


Yes No


Discipline Codes (Modified CIP Codes)
Agricultural Business and Production


Agricultural Sciences


Conservation and Renewable Natural 
Resources


Architecture and Related Programs


Area Ethnic and Cultural Studies


Art (Painting, Drawing, Sculpture)


Basic Skills


Biological Sciences/Life Sciences


Business, General


Business Administration and Management


Business - Accounting


Business - Finance


Business Information and Data 
Processing Services


Business - Marketing


Chemistry


Communications


Computer and Information Sciences


Criminal Justice and Corrections


Culinary Arts and Related Services


Data Processing Technology (2-year 
program)


Design and Applied Arts


Developmental Math


0100


0200


0300


0400


0500


5007


3201


2600


5201


5202


5203


5208


5212


5214


4005


0900


1100


4301


1205


1103


5004


9901


9902


9903


9904


4506


1300


1400


1500


9910


2301


5000


1600


3105


5100


5199


4508


1900


2400


2200


2500


Developmental Reading


Developmental Writing


Developmental Natural Sciences


Economics


Education


Engineering


Engineering-Related Technologies


English as Second Language


English Language and Literature


Fine and Applied Arts (EXCEPT 
Art, Music, and Design and Applied 
Arts)


Foreign Languages and Literatures


Health and Physical 
Education/Fitness


Health Professions and Related 
Sciences (EXCEPT Nursing)


Health Professions and Related 
Sciences (2-year program)


History


Human Sciences/Family and 
Consumer Sciences


Liberal Arts & Sciences, General 
Studies and Humanities


General Legal Studies 
(Undergraduate)


Library Science


2700


5009


5116


3100


3801


4000


4008


4510


4200


4400


3900


4500


4407


4511


2310


9900


Mathematics and Statistics


Music (Performing, Composing, 
Theory)


Nursing


Parks, Recreation, Leisure, and 
Fitness Studies


Philosophy


Physical Science (EXCEPT 
Physics and Chemistry)


Physics


Political Science and Government


Psychology


Public Administration and Services 
(EXCEPT Social Work)


Religion and Theological Studies


Social Sciences (EXCEPT 
Economics, History, Political 
Science, and Sociology)


Social Work and Service


Sociology


Speech and Rhetorical Studies


Vocational/Technical Programs 
(see Website: Department codes 
4600-4900)


Other (to be used when none of the 
above codes apply)


To see an expanded list of discipline codes go to: www.theideacenter.org/DisciplineCodes
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University Academic Senate 
Executive Committee of the Senate 
Karen Gipson, Chair 2013-14 
Tonya Parker, Vice Chair 2013-14 
 
Memorandum


 
TO:  Executive Committee of the Senate 
FROM: Karen Gipson, Chair, ECS/UAS 
SUBJECT: Meeting of the Executive Committee of the Senate 
DATE:  October 28, 2013 
cc:  ECS Distribution; Standing Committee Chairs; Dean’s Council 
 
 
Meeting Date:  November 1, 2013 
Time:   3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Place:   148 HON 
 
Guests:   Shari Bartz-Smith, Kyle Felker, Mark Luttenton  
 
Proposed Agenda 
1. Approval of Agenda 


 
2. Approval of Minutes  


ECS Oct 4, 2013 meeting 
 


3. Report from the Chair 
 


4. Report from the Provost 
 
5. Report from the Student Senate President 
 
6.  Old Business 


a. Discussion: Student Evaluations of Teaching 
• Attachments: FTLCAC memo, IDEA materials, Felker bibliography, Lakey response 
• Motion for standardized measure & platform made, seconded; subsequently tabled on Oct 11 


 
a. Outstanding 2012-13 FPPC memos 


• Attachments: necessary corrections to 3 year rule, Baseline, Workload memos 
 
7.  New Business:  
 a. Committee composition and responsibilities of UAC  


• Shari Bartz-Smith, Chair of UAC 
• Attachments: UAC rationale & memo on faculty handbook language changes 


 
 b. Responsibilities and Workload for Faculty Engaged in Graduate Education 


• Mark Luttenton, Chair of GC  
• Attachment: GC memo on graduate faculty workload   


 
b. Overlap between UCC and FTLCAC 


• Kyle Felker, Chair of FTLCAC  
• Attachment: joint memo from UCC and FTLCAC 


  
8. Open comment 


 
9. Adjournment 
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Pending Curriculum Proposal 
Final Plan – Under Standing Committee Review 


#8060 Management Department Emphases to Majors Change Request – Supported by UCC, dispatched to 
FSBC 
#7874 Education Doctorate in Theory and Practice in Higher Professional Education – Dispatched to GC. 
Tabled by UCC and FSBC.  





		Memorandum

		Guests:   Shari Bartz-Smith, Kyle Felker, Mark Luttenton

		Proposed Agenda








     


SHORT FORM - STUDENT REACTIONS TO INSTRUCTION AND COURSES


Institution:


Course Number:


Instructor:


Time and Days Class Meets:


Proper Marks Improper Marks


✗✓ +IMPORTANT!


Progress on:
1.
2.
3.
4.


5.
6.
7.
8.
9.


10.
11.
12.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, classifications, methods, trends)


Learning fundamental principles, generalizations, or theories


Learning to apply course material (to improve thinking, problem solving, and decisions)


Developing specific skills, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in the field most closely


related to this course


Acquiring skills in working with others as a member of a team


Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art, music, drama, etc.)


Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of intellectual/cultural activity (music, science, literature, etc.)


Developing skill in expressing myself orally or in writing


Learning how to find and use resources for answering questions or solving problems


Developing a clearer understanding of, and commitment to, personal values


Learning to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view


Acquiring an interest in learning more by asking my own questions and seeking answers


For the remaining questions, use the following code:
1=Definitely 2=More False 3=In Between 4=More True 5=Definitely


False    Than True       Than False True


13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


As a rule, I put forth more effort than other students on academic work.


My background prepared me well for this course's requirements.


I really wanted to take this course regardless of who taught it.


As a result of taking this course, I have more positive feelings toward this field of study.


Overall, I rate this instructor an excellent teacher.


Overall, I rate this course as excellent.


EXTRA QUESTIONS
If your instructor has extra questions, answer them in the space designated below (questions 19-38).


19.
20.
21.
22.
23.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


24.
25.
26.
27.
28.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


Use the space provided on the back of this form for your comments.Copyright © IDEA Center, 2002 Continue on back page


Twelve possible learning objectives are listed below, not all of which will be relevant in this class. Describe the
amount of progress you made on each (even those not pursued in this class) by using the following scale:
      


1-No apparent progress
2-Slight progress; I made small gains on this objective.
3-Moderate progress; I made some gains on this objective.
4-Substantial progress; I made large gains on this objective.
5-Exceptional progress; I made outstanding gains on this objective.


29.
30.
31.
32.
33.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


34.
35.
36.
37.
38.


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5


1 2 3 4 5







Comments:


DO NOT


WRITE


IN THE


SHADED


AREA
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Memorandum 


To: Executive Committee of the University Academic Senate 


From: Brian Lakey, Professor of Psychology 


De Re: IDEA student teaching evaluation instrument 


Date 10/6/13 


This memo provides a very brief review of how the evidence for the IDEA student evaluation of 


teaching instrument compares with other similar instruments.  First, I review the evidence 


typically provided for student evaluations of teaching.  Next, I review the evidence for the IDEA 


scale. I conclude that the evidence for the IDEA scale is weak at best.  Finally, I present 


information regarding my qualifications to have this opinion. 


Typical evidence for measures of student evaluations of teaching 


There is a large and sophisticated body of research on student evaluations of teaching.  To 


address the extent to which the measures reflect student learning, the standard method is a multi-


section validity study.  Such a study investigates single courses in which there are multiple 


sections, each taught by a different professor, but with standardized textbooks, syllabi and exams. 


Professors are the units of analysis, as each professor has scores that reflect the average across all 


students in a section. This is typically how scores are reported at GVSU.  A good example of a 


multi-section validity study is Marsh and Overall (1980), in which students were randomly 


assigned to one of 31 sections of a computer programming course. All sections had a common 


syllabus, text and exams. Student evaluations forecasted student learning as assessed by exams 


(r= .38*).  That is, professors with higher teaching evaluation scores had students who 


performed better on the final exam.   


There are enough multi-section validity studies to support meta-analyses in which the results of all 


high-quality studies are averaged.  For example, Feldman (1989) reported that the average 


correlation between a single-item rating of professors’ teaching effectiveness and standardized 


class exam scores was r .39*.  Again, professors who elicited favorable ratings from students had 


students who performed better on exams.  Thus, it is well-established that many different 


measures of student evaluations of teaching forecast actual learning.  Nonetheless, the 


magnitudes of these effects are moderate.  A professor whose teaching evaluations are a standard 


deviation above the mean of her or his peers, can be expected to produce about 1/3 a standard 


deviation improvement in students’ learning.  


Evidence for the validity of the IDEA scales 


In reviewing extensive technical reports provided by IDEA representatives, the most striking 


finding was that IDEA has not conducted any multi-section validity studies of the kind just 


described.  This conclusion was confirmed in an email by Steve Benton, the Senior Research 







Officer at the IDEA Center.  The best evidence regarding the IDEA scale was provided by Benton 


et al., (2011).  In a single course with a single professor, students who rated their learning as 


higher on IDEA scales performed better on the exams.  Yet, this study was deeply flawed as 


students were the unit of analysis, rather than professors.  Thus, the results might say more about 


the students than about the professor.  For example, it might mean that students who 


characteristically rate professors favorably also characteristically score well on exams, perhaps 


reflecting intelligence or interest in knowledge.  Studies in which professors are the unit of 


analysis are not vulnerable to this criticism as student characteristics are averaged out.   


According to IDEA documentation (IDEA, 2010), the strongest evidence for the validity of 


student ratings of learning was shown by the correspondence between faculty members’ ratings 


of the importance of learning objectives, and students’ ratings of their own learning on those 


same objectives.  The average correlation between the two was r = .20 (Table 15), which 


indicates a 4% correspondence between what professors say they emphasize and what students 


say they learn.  Keep in mind that students’ ratings of learning are imperfect indicators of learning 


measured by exams.  Thus, the link between what professors emphasize and what students learn 


would be very much smaller.   


A distinguishing aspect of the IDEA system is that it emphasizes students’ ratings of their learning 


rather than only professors’ teaching.  Yet, students’ ratings of learning were very highly 


correlated with students’ perceptions of professors’ teaching.  For example, ratings of learning 


were correlated at r ≈ .80 with summary judgments of “excellent course” and “excellent 


teacher” (IDEA, 2010).  Thus, student ratings of learning provide little additional information 


beyond summary judgments of professors’ teaching.  In conclusion, although the purveyors of 


the IDEA system claim that a unique and valuable feature of their measure is that student learning 


is rated instead of professors’ teaching; both types of ratings yield essentially the same 


information.  Thus, the IDEA system appears to provide the same information as other measures, 


but without similar evidence for its validity.  In my opinion, it would be a mistake to adopt a 


scale with such poor evidence for its validity. 


Finally, the reader might be interested in my qualifications to have these opinions.  My vita is 


posted at http://gvsu.edu/psychology/brian-lakey-126.htm and manuscripts include one peer-


reviewed publication on student teaching evaluations and a second manuscript under review.  I 


want to emphasize, though, that teaching evaluations are only a side interest about which I do 


not claim real expertise. 
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Grand Valley State University 
Executive Committee of the Senate 


Minutes of October 11, 2013 
 


Present:   Ricky Benavidez (Student Senate President),Yatin Bhagwat, Shawn Bultsma, Wendy Burns-Ardolino, Maria Cimitile (ex officio), Gayle 
Davis (ex officio), Karen Gipson (Chair), Joe Godwin (ex officio), Brian Lakey, Bob Frey (for Nancy Levenburg), Avis Hewitt (for Doug 
Montagna), Jag Nandigam, Felix Ngassa, Tonya Parker (Vice Chair), Chuck Pazdernik, Donijo Robbins, Lynn Sheehan, Joy Washburn, 
Kathryn Remlinger (for Deana Weibel), Randy Wyble (for Meri Goehring)  


 
Guests: Kyle Felker (FTLCAC Chair), Bob Hollister (FSBC Chair), Paul Jabaay (Graduate Student Association President), Mark Luttenton  
 (Graduate Council), Jeffrey Potteiger (Graduate Dean), Christine Rener (Faculty Teaching and Learning Center), John Stevenson 


(Graduate Studies) 
 
The meeting was called to order at 3: 00pm 
 


Agenda Items Discussion Action / Decisions  
1. Approval of Agenda 
 


The Agenda of October 11, 2013 was reviewed. 
  


The Agenda was approved.  


2. Approval of Minutes 
 


The Minutes of October 4, 2013 were reviewed The Minutes of October 4, 2013 were 
approved. 


 


3. Report from Chair The Chair reported on the two Faculty Fora scheduled for October 25 and 
October 29, and further reported on upcoming agenda items. 
 
 


  
 
 


4. Report from Provost No Report   


5. Report from Student Senate Student Senate President Benavidez reported that the first Founders Day 
event was held earlier this week.  Initiatives are also underway to increase 
Interfaith areas on campus. 
 


 
 


 


6.  New Business 
 


a.  Bob Hollister presented an overview of the Annual Salary Adjustment 
memo that was distributed earlier.  Discussion. 
 


A Motion was made and seconded to forward the Annual Salary 
Adjustment to the University Academic Senate with a recommendation to 
support.  
 
 
b. The Resolution from the Student Senate regarding Graduate Student 


Representation on Standing Committees that was distributed earlier 
was discussed.   


MOTION:  The Executive Committee of the 
Senate forwards the Annual Salary 
Adjustment to the University Academic 
Senate with a recommendation to support.  
APPROVED Unanimously. 
 
 
 
MOTION:  The Executive Committee of the 
Senate forwards the proposed language 
changes regarding Graduate Student 
Representation on Standing Committees to 
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A motion was made and seconded that the proposed language changes be 
forwarded  to UAS and recommended for adoption into the Faculty 
Handbook.   
 
 
 
c. Kyle Felker presented an overview of the APSC recommendation to use 


IDEA as a Student Evaluation and Perception of teaching tool that 
was distributed earlier.    
 


       Brian Lakey presented an argument against the use of IDEA as a tool to 
             measure student evaluation and perception of teaching.  
     
      Discussion.    
 
A motion was made and seconded that     “The university should adopt a 
standardized measure of student evaluations of faculty teaching that meets 
contemporary standard for reliability and validity in educational and 
psychological measurement.  The measure should yield both quantitative 
and qualitative results. The university should also adopt a standardized 
platform for administration of the measure (e.g. online software). The 
measure and platform should be used in all units and colleges. Units and 
colleges should have the right to add additional questions to the 
standardized measure, and to use additional platforms in addition to the 
chosen platform.” 
Motion and second to TABLE the motion    YES 9; NO 4 
 
 


 
 


the University Academic Senate and 
recommends adoption into the Faculty 
Handbook.  
APPROVED with 8 YES; 5 NO 


7.  Open Comment No Comments   


8.  Adjournment The meeting adjourned at 4:58   
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IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction Fee Schedule 
 


All volume rates are for materials ordered at the same time or processing received at the same time. Costs for orders of Diagnostic or Short 


forms (materials and processing) are calculated separately.  Please allow two to three weeks for delivery. Once delivered, unused forms are 


not returnable. Ten (10) business days (not including shipping time) should be allowed for processing of materials that are received in a 


manner consistent with the instructions contained in Guide to Shipping the IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction. If those guidelines are not 


followed, it will take substantially longer to return your reports. To order forms, please go to http://www.theideacenter.org/content/order-idea-


forms 


 


 


PAPER DELIVERY 
(Effective July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013) 


  


IDEA Forms 
(all charges are plus shipping) 


Processing Charges per Class 
(all charges are plus shipping) 


  


Diagnostic Form (burgundy)                   1 - 99 classes             $7.00 per class 


Short Form (red)                   100 - 249 classes             $6.00 per class 
                   250 or more classes              $4.50 per class 


Ordered in multiples of 50 forms  


                      Under 1,000             30 cents each       


                      1,000 – 4,950             27 cents each       


 Batch Charges* 
Ordered in multiples of 500 forms  


                      5,000 – 9,500        22 cents each Fewer than 10 classes processed in one batch  $25.00 


                      10,000 – 19,500        19 cents each 10 to 999 classes processed in one batch  $10.00 


                      20,000 or more                                 15 cents each 1,000 or more classes  No Charge 
  


  


Faculty Information Forms 


No Charge 


*Set-up fee for each group of student ratings received for processing. 


  


Additional Services 
IDEA Group Summary Reports Data Files** 


         Regular GSR           $20.00 per report IDEA Aggregate Data File                       $  75.00 (ordered per term**) or 


                        $150.00 (ordered annually) 


 Includes all calculated results and 


item frequencies in an Excel file. 


         Class ID (from Listing Report)           $30.00 per report 


  


 


 


 


 


For information about Group Summary Reports, please refer to 


http://www.theideacenter.org/GSRGenInfo  


  


IDEA Raw Data File                                    $ 25.00 (per term) 


 Provides individual survey  


responses in ASCII text format. 


**If processing is shipped in multiple batches across a term and Aggregate 


Data Disks are ordered for each batch, $75 will be charged for each batch. 


Therefore, we recommend ordering the Data File after all classes have been 


processed for the term. 


 


Notice  
This notice concerning use of materials and services from The IDEA Center, Inc. is assumed by the Center to have been accepted by the purchasing party when the purchasing 


party accepts delivery of Center materials and/or services. 


1.  The purchasing party assumes complete responsibility for personnel decisions made using data provided by the Center, and holds the Center harmless from any and 
all liability for injury or damages arising out of the purchasing party's use or non-use of data provided by the Center. The Center does not systematically review 


respondents’ comments or use respondents’ comments in its research activities.  


2.  The purchasing party will permit the Center to use data produced through this relationship for the purpose of establishing benchmark, peer, and national comparative 
data and conducting research, so long as the Center does not publish data identifying results for individual institutions or individuals at those institutions. 


3. The purchasing party will refrain from designing or acquiring a computer program for producing IDEA reports, and will refrain from producing its own IDEA 


response forms. 


The IDEA Center 
Manhattan, KS 66502 


800-255-2757 or 785-320-2400 


E-mail:  info@theideacenter.org 
Fax:  785-320-2424 


(Federal Identification No. 48-1242031)  


     


    


 



http://www.theideacenter.org/

http://www.theideacenter.org/content/order-idea-forms

http://www.theideacenter.org/content/order-idea-forms

http://www.theideacenter.org/GSRGenInfo
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IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction Fee Schedule 
(continued) 


 


To register for IDEA Online Student Ratings of Instruction, contact The IDEA Center. Charges for IDEA Online Student Ratings of 


Instruction are incurred when the Center receives notification to begin processing. The IDEA Center encourages its clients to send 


processing for all classes using IDEA Online at the same time, as volume rates will be applied. Charges for Diagnostic and Short forms 


(forms and processing) are calculated separately. Charges for IDEA Online are also calculated separately from standard IDEA (paper) 


usage. Once the Center receives notification to begin processing, reports will be printed and shipped within ten (10) business days.  


 
 


ONLINE DELIVERY 
(Effective July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013) 


IDEA Forms 
(all charges are per student enrolled) 


Diagnostic Form and Short Form 


Processing Charges per Class 


Diagnostic Form and Short Form 
(all charges are plus shipping) 


  


      Under 1,000 students enrolled             30 cents each               1 – 99 classes $7.00 per class 


      1,000 – 4,999             27 cents each               100 – 249 classes $6.00 per class 


      5,000 – 9,999             22 cents each 250 or more classes $4.50 per class 


      10,000 – 19,999             19 cents each   


      20,000 or more            15 cents each   


 Batch Charges* 
  


  Fewer than 10 classes processed in one batch $25.00 


  10 to 999 classes processed in one batch $10.00 


  1,000 or more classes No Charge 
  


 *Set-up fee for each group of student ratings received for processing. 
  


Additional Services 
IDEA Group Summary Reports Data Files** 


       Regular GSR            $20.00 per report IDEA Aggregate Data File                          $75.00 (ordered per term*) or 


                           $150.00 (ordered annually) 


 Includes all calculated results and 


item frequencies in an Excel file 


       Class ID (from Listing Report)            $30.00 per report 


  


 


 


 


 


For information about Group Summary Reports, please refer to 


http://www.theideacenter.org/GSRGenInfo  


 


IDEA Raw Data File                                      $ 25.00 (per term) 


 Provides individual survey  


responses in ASCII text format. 


 
**If processing is shipped in multiple batches across a term and Aggregate 


Data Disks are ordered for each batch, $75 will be charged for each batch. 


Therefore, we recommend ordering the Data File after all classes have been 


processed for the term. 


 


Notice  
This notice concerning use of materials and services from The IDEA Center, Inc. is assumed by the Center to have been accepted by the purchasing party when the purchasing 


party accepts delivery of Center materials and/or services. 


1.  The purchasing party assumes complete responsibility for personnel decisions made using data provided by the Center, and holds the Center harmless from any and 
all liability for injury or damages arising out of the purchasing party's use or non-use of data provided by the Center. The Center does not systematically review 


respondents’ comments or use respondents’ comments in its research activities. 


2.  The purchasing party will permit the Center to use data produced through this relationship for the purpose of establishing benchmark, peer, and national comparative 
data and conducting research, so long as the Center does not publish data identifying results for individual institutions or individuals at those institutions.  


3. The purchasing party will refrain from designing or acquiring a computer program for producing IDEA reports, and will refrain from producing its own IDEA 


response forms. 
 


 


Emails used in IDEA Online will be used solely for the purpose of survey administration.     March 2012 


The IDEA Center 
Manhattan, KS 66502 


800-255-2757 or 785-320-2400 


E-mail:  info@theideacenter.org 
Fax:  785-320-2424 


(Federal Identification No. 48-1242031)  
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2.01.A4      h. University Assessment Committee (UAC) 


i. Faculty Membership: Faculty membership of the UAC consists of seven faculty members 
from CLAS, two from Seidman College of Business, one from each of the remaining 
colleges, one from the university libraries.  Service unit membership of the UAC consists of 
two representatives from the Advising Resource/Advising Council, one from Student 
Services and one from Academic Services/Information Technology, appointed by the 
Provost with recommendation from vice presidents responsible for the preceding groups.   
 
Academic and service unit representatives serve three-year staggered terms beginning at the 
end of the winter semester. 
 


ii. Student Membership: One student representative selected by the Student Senate for a term 
of one year. 


iii. Administration Membership: The Director of the Pew Faculty Teaching and Learning 
Center ex officio, non-voting and the Provost or designee ex officio, non-voting. 


iv. Responsibilities: The UAC’s primary responsibilities are to oversee and support the process 
of assessing units (including assessing student learning outcomes). It does so by reviewing 
assessment plans, progress reports, and self-studies for all academic majors, academic units, 
and service units.   


 
With Edits in Track Changes: 
 
 
2.01.A4      h. University Assessment Committee (UAC) 


i. Faculty Membership: Faculty membership of the UAC consists of seven faculty members 
from CLAS, two from Seidman College of Business, one from each of the remaining 
colleges, one from the university libraries.   


 
 Academic unit representatives serve three-year staggered terms beginning at the end of the 


winter semester. 
 


ii.   Service unit Mmembership: of the Service unit membership of the UAC consists of two 
five representatives with at least one representative from each of three areas: Advising, 
Student Services, and Academic Services/Information Technology.  the Advising 
Resource/Advising Council, one from Student Services and one from Academic 
Services/Information Technology,  Representatives will be  appointed by the Provost.   with 
recommendation from vice presidents responsible for the preceding groups.   
 
Academic and serviceService unit representatives serve three-year staggered terms 
beginningbeginning at the end of the winter fall semester. 
 


iii. Student Membership: One student representative selected by the Student Senate for a term 
of one year. 


iiiv. Administration Membership: The Director of the Pew Faculty Teaching and Learning 
Center ex officio, non-voting and Tthe Provost or designee ex officio, non-voting. 


 
iv. Responsibilities: The UAC’s primary responsibilities are to oversee and support the process 


of assessing units (including assessing student learning outcomes). It does so by reviewing 
assessment plans, progress reports, and self-studies for all academic majors, academic units, 
and service units.  The UAC is responsible for: 
a) Providing leadership and support to university constituents as they design and 


implement the six year self-study report and three year student learning outcome 
assessment plans/reports based on best practices  


b) Reviewing and providing feedback on assessment plans, reports, and self-studies 
submitted by all academic programs and most service units.* 
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c) Providing instructions for reporting formats and schedules. 
d) Provide feedback to Administration in support of ongoing accreditation standards as set 


forth by the Higher Learning Commission.   
e) Conducting initial and refresher user training in Weave Online 
f) Maintaining and updating the UAC website, Blackboard site, and automated timeline 


and notification system.. 
a)  


 
1. *Service unit representatives are appointed to serve as the primary reviewer of 
reports submitted by service units. 
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